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Ongoing efforts by the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturer’s Group (PICMG) 
to standardize the format and interconnection of telecom server equipment have  
lead to a series of technical specifications defining sizes, formats, interconnection 
standards, and even access hardware. According to PICMG, some of the goals of 
those specifications are to:

 

About this booklet.

The concept of PICMG open-architecture standards for rack-mounted telecom  
equipment has been in development for several years. It has been published as a 
series of specifications and addenda built around various levels of board interfaces. 
The ultimate objective is to have all standards adopted and put into practice in the 
field by all telecom carriers, telecom equipment OEMs, and related suppliers. 

This booklet is written as an introduction to the PICMG 3.0 (AdvancedTCA) core 
specification, and its related AMC.0 and MTCA.0 specifications, for industry participants 
who need to get up to speed on the specific access hardware solutions needed to 
meet those standards.

While it does cover some of the technical features of those standards, the focus is 
primarily on the fastening hardware aspects and not the full detailed specification. 
It addresses general information needed to understand the overall context of the 
AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC, and MicroTCA standards, as well as specific aspects 
that relate to choosing the best access hardware options for meeting those standards 
in the mechanical interface of components. If you need information on other aspects 
of these specifications, you can find it at www.picmg.org.

Modular Telecom Equipment Standards: 
An opportunity for success

n Reduce development time and costs

n Help reduce the total cost of ownership

n Offer high levels of modularity and 
configurability

n Provide high levels of service  
availability (99.999% and greater)

n Support appropriate scalability of 
system performance and capacity
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The benefits to the telecom market.

Although it will take time and cooperation on the part of many industry participants, 
the ultimate advantages of widespread industry adoption of these standards will yield 
multiple benefits for telecom carriers in terms of cost-effective performance  
for server-based telecom systems.

n Hot-swappable components. Users can minimize downtime with quick and  
easy maintenance or repairs, by swapping out components without fear of lost 
communication, thanks to built-in microswitches that signal a graceful  
power-down sequence before a component can be removed.

n Flexible configuration options. The AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC, and MicroTCA 
standards allow different combinations of full-size boards and mezzanine card 
building blocks to be configured in multiple ways – from standard-width chassis 
enclosures to space saving 8-inch cubes – for systems that satisfy end user 
computing needs.

n Common physical dimensions. With industry-standard specifications, any  
component that is compatible with the standards will fit in the same space as 
similar standards-compatible components. 

n Multi-vendor compatibility. Common standards offer the flexibility of choosing from 
the best and most readily available components without fear of incompatibility.

But, implementing those standards can also create advantages for the OEMs and 
other suppliers to those telecom companies. It can shorten the lead-time for approval 
of the supplier’s subsystems or components. Also, early adopters of the standards 
among equipment suppliers will have the advantage of commanding early business 
and establishing on-going relationships with the carriers who demand AdvancedTCA, 
AdvancedMC, and MicroTCA-compliant equipment.

For help with product selection for PICMG specifications,  
visit www.southco.com/ATCA
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Modular rack-mount telecom equipment offers multiple formats for assembling the 
components needed for operation. These can include whole boards that command the 
full width and depth of a rack, as well as individual mezzanine card modules – each 
containing a specific function – that fit in a fraction of the space. And they include 
carrier boards that allow multiple mezzanine card modules to be aggregated into a 
single board that then attaches to the main rack.

Identifying the PICMG standards –  
from AdvancedTCA through MicroTCA

Modular rack-mount systems 
covered by the PICMG standards 
can include any combination of 
circuit boards, mezzanine card 
modules, and carrier boards –  
each with their own mounting 
hardware standards requirements.
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The multiple levels of the PICMG standards:

Each aspect of the overall PICMG standards addresses a different physical format  
of the potential rack-mounted server systems.

n AdvancedTCA (also know as Advanced Telecom Computing 
Architecture or ATCA). This is the common name for the 
PICMG 3.0 core specification that dictates board, backplane and shelf mechanical 
assembly, power distribution, and connectivity required for system management.  
It is built around typical metric and 19-inch rack-mount systems.

n AdvancedMC (also known as Advanced Mezzanine Card). 
The AMC.0 specification addresses the use of a series 
of mezzanine cards assembled onto a single carrier board that then mounts into 
an AdvancedTCA rack system. Each mezzanine card is typically self-contained to 
perform one function. 

n MicroTCA (also known as Micro Telecom Computing Architecture 
or µTCA) is complementary to AdvancedTCA for smaller, more 
cost-effective applications. The µTCA.0 specification defines the use of AMC.0 
mezzanine cards being plugged directly into a backplane. 

For more information, you can visit the PCI Industrial Computer Manufacturers’ Group 
Web site: www.picmg.org. For an overview of the various specifications, link directly 
to www.picmg.org/specifications.stm

For more information about Southco product solutions for  
PICMG specifications, visit www.southco.com/ATCA
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Practical application  
of the PICMG standards.
Acceptance and implementation of the PICMG standards offers multiple potential 
benefits for telecom carriers and their suppliers who adopt them. 

First, the modular building blocks addressed in the standards parallel many of the 
formats already proven in commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment. That helps 
end users standardize for reduced cost, for easier troubleshooting and maintenance, 
and for greater flexibility in upgrading or expanding. 

Second, the inclusion of hot-swap capability built into the boards and ejector/handle 
designs, provides a mechanism for signaling that a board is about to be extracted, 
and allows for a graceful power-down.

Why all AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC, and  
MicroTCA-approved hardware is not the same.

PICMG standards dictate the dimensions, construction, and interaction of products –  
such as circuit-board thicknesses, industry-standard rack spacing, industry-standard 
connector formats, etc. 

And while the PICMG standards might specify certain dimensions or certain locations 
where a microswitch might need to be activated, they do not include blueprints of 
how each mounting hardware component is supposed to be designed. Choosing 
exactly how a handle might be built and reinforced, or exactly how that switch might 
be triggered is left up to each hardware manufacturer. This is where the design and 
manufacturing capabilities and the experience of the individual supplier come into play. 

Simply specifying a mounting hardware component that meets the applicable PICMG 
standard is not the whole answer. You’ll want to look at design and construction 
characteristics that affect strength, longevity, and user convenience in the ultimate 
application environment.

Discover Southco’s enhanced solutions for PICMG specifications,  
by visiting www.southco.com/ATCA
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Southco’s role in the PICMG standards.

As the only PICMG member company devoted 
exclusively to access hardware and ejector 
handle solutions – and one who is active in the 
standards committee – Southco is intimately 
aware of the requirements of those standards. 

But that alone is not what differentiates Southco AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC or  
MicroTCA solutions. Southco complements its knowledge of the PICMG standards  
with its design expertise in engineered access hardware not only to satisfy the  
parameters of the specification, but also to enhance the performance of the unit  
in the field. Those enhancements are described on the following pages, under the  
product descriptions for each AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC, or MicroTCA standard. 

As previously mentioned, not all access hardware that meets the various PICMG 
standards performs identically in the end-use application. That is where Southco  
expertise in designing intuitive human touch-points, and its global industry connectivity, 
can help provide solutions that will differentiate your application from that of your 
competition – in terms of strength, performance, or ease of use. Southco expertise in 
access hardware functionality, flexibility, ergonomic superiority, and the technicalities 
of the PICMG standards, makes it easier to:

n implement PICMG standards with enhanced performance benefits, 

n customize solutions to satisfy specific customer needs,

n and assure up-to-date compliance with evolving PICMG specifications,  
through on-going product development.
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Product Solutions

Essential factors of the AdvancedTCA standard.

The mounting hardware specifications of the AdvancedTCA 
standard (PICMG 3.0) revolve around several key points –  
protection of the electronic circuitry during hot-swapping, 
reliable engagement of the faceplate/circuit board during 
operation, and allowances for electrostatic discharge 
(ESD) or electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).

A complete AdvancedTCA solution includes a series of 
components, each designed to meet the dimensions 
and/or functionality of the standard:

n Handles. These handles serve multiple functions. Most important, they rotate to lock 
the board in place, ensuring that their board-edge connectors interface properly with 
the backplane of the shelf. They also provide a feature to activate and deactivate a 
microswitch to signal a hot-swap event. Designed to allow for maximum faceplate I/O 
space, they also provide an easy means of gripping the board for removal. 

n Captive retention screws. These screws provide a physical means of anchoring 
board faceplates to the rack system. Captive design assures that they stay with 
the assembly when it is removed, preventing fastener loss or potential damage 
caused by screws falling onto electronically active components.

n Alignment safety ground pins. These provide physical alignment for precise  
positioning, and a safe path for circuit-board grounding during insertion and removal.

n Keying blocks and Rear Transition Module (RTM) alignment pins. These  
components are designed to ensure proper positioning and contact between  
compatible circuit boards and their backplane connections. Different pin  
configurations are available to ensure that only appropriately designated  
boards can make an electronic connection. 

Learn more about Southco engineered solutions for  
AdvancedTCA requirements at www.southco.com/ATCA
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P7-A Handle

CN-68 Alignment 
Keying Module

CN-69 Alignment 
Receptacle Module

77 Alignment/
Grounding Pins

AdvancedTCA Product Solutions

 4C Captive Screws

47 Captive Screws

The complete Southco solution for AdvancedTCA.

Southco has assembled a complete solution for AdvancedTCA faceplate hardware. 
It includes component features and enhancements gained from prior rack-mount 
electronics and fastener experience. All Southco AdvancedTCA hardware solutions  
are RoHS compliant, with standard and custom designs available to accommodate 
the PICMG specifications as well as user-specified configurations and dimensions.

n Handles available for several faceplate thicknesses  
(from 0.8 mm to 2.5 mm) can fit many switch configurations 
– lever-style, plunger-style, or custom microswitch. A narrow 
design takes minimal vertical space on the faceplate, yet 
provides an ergonomic grip for easy actuation. Each handle operates with a simple 
push-to-close action that actuates a microswitch, and with a spring-loaded secondary 
catch that locks the faceplate into position. The handles accommodate loads up to 
500 N for 250 cycles, as indicated by the specification. A universal installation 
screw that accommodates all AdvancedTCA-standard PC-board thicknesses is 
available, and a spring washer holds the handle open during board insertion. 

n Captive screws provide for easy manual tightening 
with colorful choices for aesthetics or color-coding 
components. Options include multiple mounting  
styles, aluminum or plastic knobs, and  
custom colors.

n Alignment/grounding pins use a smooth bullet-nose design for easy alignment 
and insertion. These press-in style stainless steel pins are available in AdvancedTCA 
specified lengths as well as additional lengths.

n Alignment and keying modules use an extremely durable, yet  
economical design with a variety of pin/receptacle configurations  
to ensure the boards, backplane, and rear transition module  
interface properly. 
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Module Handles and Light Pipes

Essential factors of the AMC.0 standard.

Keeping in line with the modular philosophy of the entire PICMG standards approach, 
the AMC.0 standard is designed to allow hot-swapping of an individual mezzanine 
card module – the smallest field replaceable unit (FRU) available – without infringing 
on the operation of the rest of the system. To achieve this, the AdvancedMC Module 
Handles operate so that they provide a signal before a module is removed from the 
backplane connection, in order to allow for a graceful shutdown.

n AdvancedMC Module Handle. The AMC.0 specification calls for a handle that 
can lock the module into place, and provide automatic operation of a microswitch. 
The handle is required to have three distinct positions of operation:

    Module latched, with microswitch engaged

    Module latched, with microswitch  
disengaged

    Module unlatched, with card able  
to be extracted.

n Light Pipe Bracket (consisting of a light pipe 
housing and a light pipe). This assembly allows 
a user to identify the operating status of the 
module with color-coded status Light Emitting 
Diodes (LEDs) that are governed by signals 
from the module and its mating microswitch. 
The AMC.0 standard permits using either an 
LED on the front edge of the circuit board or 
using a light pipe to connect to an LED farther 
back on the board.

 The AMC.0 R2.0 standard positions the blue LED next to the Module Handle  
and two module-health LEDs on the opposite end of the faceplate.

southco southco southco

A B C

A

B

C

See Southco’s AdvancedMC solutions at  www.southco.com/ATCA
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Southco AdvancedMC solutions.

The design of Southco AdvancedMC Module Handles makes faceplate design simpler 
and easier, while intuitive ergonomic operation makes it easier for field technicians to 
remove and secure modules. 

Every standard AdvancedMC Module Handle is provided as a one-piece assembly  
that simply snaps into place. The handles are die-cast zinc for robust performance, 
with an enhanced design to resist torque. A multi-position extraction handle serves  
multiple purposes – engaging/disengaging the microswitch to signal board  
insertion and extraction, locking the assembly in place 
via a spring-mounted cam, and helping to pull the 
module out of the carrier chassis. One unique feature 
is the positive detent feel at each of three distinct 
detent points, which makes it easier for the user to 
discern the specific handle position and status of  
the board’s microswitch.

Southco provides separate module handle configurations to fit each of the three 
standard module faceplate dimensions – compact, mid-size, and full-size – sized 
to provide a convenient drop-in replacement for existing boards. Further customized 
styles are also available. Simple design makes the moveable handles easy to install 
with a sheet metal or extruded faceplate on the front of the AdvancedMC Module.  
And all feature a trivalent chromate finish for full RoHS compliance, with the option  
of custom color powder-coated handles to enhance aesthetics or to color-code  
components. These handles are available in both R1.0 and R2.0 configurations.

Southco also provides light pipe brackets (including both 
the housing and light pipe) for both the R1.0 and R2.0 
standards. The brackets easily snap onto the faceplate 
and are secured to the module PCB with an M2.5 screw.  
Custom light pipes for multiple LEDs are also available.

P7-M Module Handle

R2.0 P7-L Light Pipe Bracket

AdvancedM
C M

odule Solutions
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Carrier Handles for Cutaway Carriers
The ultimate flexibility of the AdvancedTCA and AdvancedMC modular component 
standards is seen in the carrier board designed to accommodate multiple mezzanine 
card modules. The populated carrier board fits into a standard AdvancedTCA chassis 
where it connects into the backplane. This offers tremendous flexibility in how users 
choose to configure their systems.

Essential factors of the AMC.0 standard for Carrier Handles

Multiplying the flexibility of a telecom installation with multiple modules also increases the 
number of interconnections and the need to make those connections securely and reliably.

Cutaway carrier boards have the same form factor as an AdvancedTCA front board, but 
most of the faceplate is “cut away” to accommodate full-size AdvancedMC Modules or pairs 
of compact AdvancedMC Modules. AdvancedTCA handles are replaced with handles that do 
not interfere with the insertion or extraction of the mezzanine card modules from the Carrier. 

Conventional carrier boards that support a single layer of mid-size or compact  
AdvancedMC Modules can use standard AdvancedTCA handles.

AdvancedMC Conventional Carrier

See Southco’s AdvancedMC solutions at  www.southco.com/ATCA

AdvancedMC Carrier & Module Handles
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Southco Cutaway Carrier Handle solution  
provides intuitive operation.

In addition to meeting all the requirements of the AMC.0 specification, Southco  
AdvancedMC Carrier Handle solutions are intuitive to operate. Simply extend the 
handle, rotate to de-activate the hot-swap microswitch, then continue the extraction 
when the blue LED is lit.

The carrier handles are available separately, or in pairs. They consist of an upper  
carrier handle that includes a latching handle, and a lower carrier handle that 
includes a latching handle and switch arm. Both are provided with mounting  
screws and washers. 

As with other Southco AdvancedTCA solutions, custom-color powder-coated handles 
are available to match the aesthetics of the equipment, to complement corporate logo 
colors, or to color-code specific functions of various boards, modules, and carriers.

P7-C AdvancedMC  
Carrier Handle

AdvancedMC Carrier Handle Engaged

AdvancedMC Carrier Handle Disengaged

AdvancedM
C Carrier Solutions
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Handles
The MicroTCA standard is designed to be complementary to the original AdvancedTCA 
specification. However, it is designed for applications requiring a lower entry cost or 
smaller physical size – as simple as a series of AdvancedMC modules plugged directly 
into a backplane. Such applications can be based on a smaller chassis design, such 
as a 4U high 19-inch shelf, or an 8-inch cube. That makes it very useful for a variety 
of needs from low-end enterprise applications such as WiMAX access points, DSLAMs, 
and VoIP access gateways to high-end telecom applications.

Southco solutions for MicroTCA handle applications.

MicroTCA uses standard AdvancedMC Modules, and shares the module handle and 
light pipe components. Southco has also developed handles that aid in the extraction 
of Power Supply Modules and MicroTCA Carrier Hub Modules.

Potential MicroTCA Configurations

MicroTCA Module

Learn more about Southco solutions for  
MicroTCA applications at www.southco.com/ATCA
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In addition to providing hardware for the specific requirements of AdvancedTCA, 
AdvancedMC, and MicroTCA applications, Southco also offers a complete range of 
resources and capabilities to satisfy a wide range of access hardware needs for other 
electronics-enclosure and rack-mount applications. 

Innovative Engineering. Innovative engineering resources and state-of-the-art  
technologies used to develop more than 100,000 Southco products are available 
globally, to help you develop the ideal engineered access hardware solutions for your 
specific requirements. 

Comprehensive Manufacturing. Southco manufacturing locations in North America, 
Europe, and Asia Pacific provide the resources to deliver specialized solutions when 
and where you need them. Modern production equipment and dedicated personnel are 
your assurance for receiving quality product solutions in a timely manner.

Other Industry Solutions. Southco product solutions extend far beyond the access 
hardware requirements of PICMG standards. Working with top global OEM and  
Tier 1 accounts, we continuously develop innovative hardware solutions for key human 
touch points. This includes hardware ranging across all aspects of outdoor-enclosure, 
printed-circuit-board, and component-mounting applications.

n Indoor and outdoor enclosure solutions. From indoor data center enclosures to  
full-size outdoor base stations or pole-mounted repeater boxes, our latching and hinging 
solutions meet your seismic, EMI/RFI, vandal-resistant, and aesthetic requirements.

n Chassis solutions. Whether it’s for a router, storage box, or a server, we offer 
multiple proven solutions for your power supplies, fan trays, line cards, rack  
attachments, and cable-arm assemblies.

n Printed circuit board (PCB) solutions. Our focus on performance and the user 
interface allows you to maximize real estate on your faceplate, while simplifying 
your PCB layout. Our numerous solutions include captive fasteners, hand- or  
tool-operated mezzanine standoffs, spring-loaded plungers, and heat-sink  
attachment methods.

Other Southco Solutions for  
Network and Telecom Applications

M
icroTCA Product Solutions



With more than 60 years of engineered access hardware experience – including our 
participation as a member of the PICMG committee working to evolve the modular 
equipment standards for the telecom industry – Southco is uniquely qualified as an 
access-hardware partner for the full range of telecom industry solutions. 

n Our global engineering, manufacturing, and customer-support centers put 
personal assistance at your doorstep, regardless of where you design, fabricate, 
or ship your products.

n Our experience at modifying and improving existing product solutions offers 
you competitive advantages, even in applications covered by industry or regulatory 
requirements – such as PICMG standards or RoHS-compliant products to satisfy 
European standards.

n Our custom product solutions – derived from our human touch-point  
engineering expertise – enable you to achieve major breakthroughs in product  
design, end-user convenience, and competitive marketing advantages for  
aesthetics, ergonomics, and cost-efficiency.

Let Southco’s global expertise in access hardware solutions and the PICMG standards 
help make all your telecom rack and enclosure systems more efficient and reliable. 
Visit www.southco.com/ATCA or contact your local Southco representative through 
the nearest office listed below.

Southco:  
Your single source for  
access hardware – worldwide.

www.southco.com  n  info@southco.com

Open a world of possibilities

Global Corporate Headquarters and Americas Customer Service & Technical Support Center 
Concordville, PA – USA n Tel: (1) 610 459 4000 n Fax: (1) 610 459 4012

European Headquarters and Customer Service & Technical Support Center 
Touch Point, Worcester – UK n Tel: (44) (0) 1905 346722 n Fax: (44) (0) 1905 346723

Asian Headquarters and Customer Service & Technical Support Center 
Hong Kong – China n Tel: (852) 3127 1503 n Fax: (852) 3127 1541


